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Introduction (cont.) 

Much of our discussion this week will focus on quantitative data simply 

because such data lends itself most readily to numerical 

summarisation/description/presentation.

There are limited opportunities for summarising categorical data 

numerically.  Frequency counts and the use of relative frequency 

information (proportions) being two obvious, generally applicable, 

examples. 

We will draw your attention to specific numerical summary measures 

appropriate for categorical data during the following discussion where 

appropriate.      



Mean

Median

Mode

Numerical Summary Measures

Variance

Standard Deviation

Coefficient of Variation

Range

Interquartile Range

Skewness

Central tendency Variability

Percentiles

Shape
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Non-central tendency

Quartiles

Introduction (cont.)



Introduction (cont.)

• Measures of Central tendency/location

Describe where the data tends to cluster (or concentrate) –
often located at what we might intuitively call the “centre” of the 
data set.

• Measures of Non-central tendency/location 

Describe the non-central clustering characteristics of the data. 

• Measures of Variability

Describe the extent to which the data vary (are spread or are 
dispersed).

• Measures of Shape

Describe the symmetry (or lack of symmetry) of the data.
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Measures of Central Tendency/Location

5

Central Tendency

Mean
(commonly 

referred to as the 
“average”) 

Median
(the middle 

observation of the 
ordered data set)

Mode
(the observation that 

occurs most 
frequently) 

There are three different measures of central tendency/location that we 

can use (in various situations) to describe the clustering/concentration 

tendencies of a set of data.

We will use the sample commuting time data (mins) from week 1 to 

demonstrate the determination of these three measures.

50, 30, 15, 25, 5, 10, 35, 70, 25, 20, 5, 5, 25, 5, 15, 55, 50, 20, 25, 50, 

30, 15, 28, 70, 40, 60, 60, 15, 40, 25, 40, 20, 30, 45, 45, 15   



Measures of Central Tendency/Location (cont.)

When dealing with a variable of interest that generates quantitative data, it 
is convenient to use an algebraic/alphabetic character to represent the 
variable.

So we might use an uppercase alphabetic character, say X, to represent 
the commuting time variable of interest (measured in minutes).

Then individual observations of the variable could be represented by a 
lowercase x with subscripts used to represent particular values.  So the 
first data value might be represented by x1, the second by x2, etc. and xi

could be used to represent individual data values in general.

If working with more than one quantitative variable we might use, say Y, to 
represent a second variable (or any other alphabetic character other than 
Z – this character is reserved for a vary special quantitative variable (see 
week 5)). 
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The (arithmetic) mean

The numerical summary measure commonly referred to as the “average” 
(unfortunately a term which is often misused so we will avoid using it).  

The mean is the (real or hypothetical) data value that would be observed 
if all values were identical in size but provided the same total as the 
existing data set.

In this sense the mean is the value you might expect to observe in the 
variable of interest if there was absolutely no variability in the data.

The mean is sometimes referred to as the expected value.
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The (arithmetic) mean (cont.)

The familiar process of calculating the mean of adding up the data values 
and dividing by the number of data values can be represented by one of 
two formulae depending on whether we are dealing with sample or 
population data.  

For a sample of size n, the sample mean,    (x-bar), for variable X, is 
calculated:
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Greek upper case “sigma” (for 

summation) with limits i = 1 to n 

indicating that we “sum” all the 

individual values.

n

x
=x

,simplymore,or

n

x+...+x+x
=

n

x
=x

∑

∑
n21

n

1=i
i

Sum all the x values and then 

divide by the number, n, of x 

values in the sample. 

x



The (arithmetic) mean (cont.)

So, for the commuting time sample data of last week:
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50, 30, 15, 25, 5, 10, 35, 70, 25, 20, 5, 5, 25, 5, 15, 55, 50, 20, 25, 

50, 30, 15, 28, 70, 40, 60, 60, 15, 40, 25, 40, 20, 30, 45, 45, 15   

When rounding off the decimal value of a 

summary measure, a useful general rule –

one more decimal place than that used to 

record the data.  Make sure you include 

the units of measurement … in this case, 

minutes.

Note that 31.1 is not an actual 

data value.  It is a hypothetical 

value that gives you an idea of 

what commuting time you might 

expect to observe (approx. 31 

mins).

)s(min1.31≈
36

15+...+30+50
=

n

x
=x
∑



The (arithmetic) mean (cont.)

For a population of size N, the population mean, μ (mew), for variable X,     

is calculated: 

Note the different symbols used for the size of a data set depending on 
whether we are working with sample or population data and also for the 
arithmetic mean itself.  The distinction is very important because these 
(usually) values often appear together in statistical formulae.

You will see shortly that there are occasions when the actual method of 
calculation of a particular numerical summary measure differs, albeit 
slightly, depending on whether we are working with a sample or a 
population.   
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The median (Md)

The real or hypothetical middle observation of the ordered data. 

Note that if the data consists of an odd set of observations there will be an 
actual (real) middle observation.

If a quantitative data set consists of an even set of numbers there will be 
two middle numbers.  The median in this case is the (often) hypothetical 
data value in between these two (in fact the arithmetical mean of them).  

For the commuting time sample data of last week (ordered):

With n = 36 (an even set of numbers) there will be two middle values with 
17 values below, 17 above and 2 in the middle.  So we need to find the 
number in between x18 and x19 (the arithmetic mean of the two). 
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5, 5, 5, 5, 10, 15, 15, 15, 15,

15, 20, 20, 20, 25, 25, 25, 25, 25,

28, 30, 30, 30, 35, 40, 40, 40, 45,

45, 50, 50, 50, 55, 60, 60, 70, 70

xS

xL

x18

x19



The median (Md) (cont.)

So,

The median, then, is the data value such that approximately 50% of data

values are smaller than it and approximately 50% are larger than it.

The inclusion of the word “approximately” is useful to cover situations 
where there might be numerous repetitions of the data close to the middle 
of the data set.  

So, for the commuting time data, 50% of students in the sample took less

than 26.5 minutes to travel to campus and 50% took longer than 26.5

minutes.  
12

Rounded to 1 decimal

place again.

Don’t forget to include

the units.
)s(min5.26=

2

28+25
=

2

x+x
=M 1918
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The Mode (Mo)

The value that occurs with the conspicuous highest frequency.  

For the (ordered) commuting time sample data:

The data values 15 and 25 both occur with highest frequency (5 
occurrences) so we might  suggest a bimodal data set (two modes).

On closer inspection though, note that the data value 5 occurs 4 times 
and that there are four other data values that occur 3 times.
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5, 5, 5, 5, 10, 15, 15, 15, 15,

15, 20, 20, 20, 25, 25, 25, 25, 25,

28, 30, 30, 30, 35, 40, 40, 40, 45,

45, 50, 50, 50, 55, 60, 60, 70, 70



The Mode (Mo) (cont.)

Possibly a more meaningful conclusion here is that there is no 
(standout) mode (because neither 15 nor 25 occur with conspicuous
highest frequency). 

We will ask you to consider “conspicuousness” when determining the 
mode of a data set.

Unfortunately there is no uniform approach to the vagueness in the 
definition of the mode.  Excel, for example, will report the lower of the 
two values with the absolute highest frequency (ignoring the 
conspicuous aspect).  Other statistical software packages will declare 
“no mode” in such situations.    
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5, 5, 5, 5, 10, 15, 15, 15, 15,

15, 20, 20, 20, 25, 25, 25, 25, 25,

28, 30, 30, 30, 35, 40, 40, 40, 45,

45, 50, 50, 50, 55, 60, 60, 70, 70



Which measure of central tendency do we use?

The answer depends very much on the sort of data you are working 
with.

For nominal data the only numerical summary measures available to us 
are those based around frequency counts so the mode is the only 
numerical method we have of describing central tendency (if there is a 
conspicuous highest frequency).  We can’t add nominal data so the 
mean is out of the question as is the median because nominal data 
can’t be ordered/ranked.

For ordinal data we may again be able to use the mode but, in addition, 
since the data can be ordered we can determine the middle 
observation (the median).  Once again, because we can’t add ordinal 
data, it is not possible to use the mean.

For quantitative data all three measures are often appropriate although 
for continuous data, with an infinite number of possible values that the 
variable may take, the likelihood of observing a conspicuous highest 
frequency is small (i.e. often there will not be a mode).      
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Which measure of central tendency (cont.)?

For quantitative data then, the decision will often be between the mean 
and the median and will be based on the “comprehensiveness” of the 
measure versus the existence of extreme/outlier values in the data set.

Comprehensive measures are those that involve all data values in the 
data set in the calculation.  So the mean is a comprehensive measure 
but the median and the mode (if it exists) are not.

Extreme/outlier values are unusually/atypically large or small values in 
a data set.

The “conflict” between these two characteristics is largely as follows:

Comprehensive measures are generally considered superior (although 
more difficult to calculate manually) because in their calculation they 
take into consideration the entire data set.
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Which measure of central tendency (cont.)?

However, if there are unusually large or small values in a data set, a 
comprehensive measure is going to be influenced directly by them and 
a biased or unreliable result will often occur.

So if a quantitative data set does not contain extreme values the mean
would be the preferred measure of central tendency.  If such a data set 
contained extreme values the median would be the preferred measure.
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Practice Problems:  Week 2, Q2.1, 2.2, 2.3  



Measures of Variability (Spread/dispersion)

Variability

Variance Standard 
Deviation

Coefficient of 
Variation

Range Inter-quartile 
Range

There are five measures of variability/spread/dispersion that we can use (in various 

situations) to describe the extent to which data vary.

Once again we will use the sample commuting time data from week 1 to 

demonstrate the determination of these five measures.

50, 30, 15, 25, 5, 10, 35, 70, 25, 20, 5, 5, 25, 5, 15, 55, 50, 20, 25, 

50, 30, 15, 28, 70, 40, 60, 60, 15, 40, 25, 40, 20, 30, 45, 45, 15



The range

The simplest measure of variability.  It provides a measure of the “overall” 
variability of the data.  The difference between the largest and the smallest 
values in a set of data.

Range = xL - xs

So, for the sample commuting time data, range = 70 – 5 = 65 (mins)

In quoting the range of a data set it is most useful to include information 
about the extremities involved in the calculation,

i.e. Range = 70 – 5 = 65 (mins)

rather than, just,

Range = 65 (mins)
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The variance

The variance presents an initial attempt to measure the size of the  typical/ 
“average” deviation of all the data values around the mean.

Diagrammatically, for the commuting time data, we have;

| | | | * | | | |

For a population of size N, this process of determining the size of the 
typical deviation of the data about the mean is commenced by use of the 
formula;
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X (mins)0          10         20          30          40         50          60         70

xs = 5 xL = 701.31=x

Deviation = 5 – 31.1 = -26.1

Deviation = 70 – 31.1 = 38.9

N

)μ-x(
=σ

2

2
∑

curious?

Note the absence of summation 

limits and subscripts “i” and “x” 

(for simplicity).



The variance (cont.)

So, what is this formula telling us to do?

First, calculate the mean of the population (µ).

Then, subtract this mean value from each of the individual data values (the results 
of these subtractions (called deviations) will be positive if µ < x and negative if       
µ > x).

Next, square all the deviations (the purpose of which is to remove all negative 
results).

Sum the “squared deviations”.

Find the mean of the “squared deviations” by dividing the sum by N.  
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The symbol for population variance is, curiously, a Greek lower 

case “sigma” raised to the power 2 (“sigma squared”) – why?

See later …

N

)μ-x(
=σ

2

2
∑



The variance (cont.)

So the population variance is the “mean of the squared deviations of all 
the data values about the mean of the population”.

More commonly we work with sample, rather than population, data (why?) 
and for the variance of a sample, perform the calculation; 
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Almost as curious, the symbol 

for sample variance, a lower 

case “s” raised to the power 2 

(“s squared”) – why not, say, 

“var” for variance?

Interesting ... sample variance not 

quite the mean of the “squared 

deviations” (division by n-1 rather 

than n) – why?

N

)μ-x(
=σ

2

2
∑

1-n

)x-x(
=s

2

2
∑
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( )iix x 2( )iix x( )ix ( )iix x 2( )iix x( )ix ( )iix x 2( )iix x( )ix

n = 36

50 18.9 357.21 25 -6.1 37.21 40 8.9 79.21

30 -1.1 1.21 5 -26.1 681.21 60 28.9 835.21

15 -16.1 259.21 15 -16.1 259.21 60 28.9 835.21

25 -6.1 37.21 55 23.9 571.21 15 -16.1 259.21

5 -26.1 681.21 50 18.9 357.21 40 8.9 79.21

10 -21.1 445.21 20 -11.1 123.21 25 -6.1 37.21

35 3.9 15.21 25 -6.1 37.21 40 8.9 79.21

70 38.9 1513.21 50 18.9 357.21 20 -11.1 123.21

25 -6.1 37.21 30 -1.1 1.21 30 -1.1 1.21

20 -11.1 123.21 15 -16.1 259.21 45 13.9 193.21

5 -26.1 681.21 28 -3.1 9.61 45 13.9 193.21

5 -26.1 681.21 70 38.9 1513.21 15 -16.1 259.21

So the sample variance,  )utesminsquared(26.343=
1-36

96.12013
=s2

Note:  Size? Note:  Units?

∑ 1118=x 1.31=x 96.12013=)x-x(∑ 2



Standard Deviation

There are two major deficiencies associated with the use of the variance 
(especially for the applied statistician/analyst).  We can explain these with 
reference to the commuting time data. 

First, the size of the variance, 343.26, does not come close to fulfilling 
our initial aim of measuring the size of the  typical deviation of all the data 
values around the mean.  We can see from the table on the previous 
slide that the largest size of a deviation from the mean is 38.9 (the size of 
the deviation of the observation 70 from the mean of 31.1).  How then 
can 343.26 possibly be an indication of the typical deviation?

Secondly, the units of variance are often nonsensical.  In the case of the  
commuting time data, “squared minutes” – such units have no practical 
meaning! 

The reason for both of these difficulties is, of course, because of the 
squaring process involved in the variance calculation.

The solution, the introduction of a positive square root into the variance 
formula, gives rise to the concept of standard deviation.
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Standard Deviation (cont.)

A measure of the typical/ “average” deviation of the data about the mean.

For population data;

For sample data;

And, for the sample commuting time data;

Note that the two deficiencies of the variance referred to previously are 
immediately rectified by this “extension” to the variance calculation.

• The unit of measurement of standard deviation is same as the data 
set (and is therefore sensible).

• The size of the standard deviation is intuitively acceptable as an 
indicator of the typical deviation/spread/variation of the data from 
the mean.

25

2 sample variances s 

2  population variance   Can you see now why the 

symbol for variance is the 

letter “s” squared (Greek 

or English)?  All along we 

were going to square root 

in order to produce “s” 

(Greek or English).  “s” or 

“σ” for standard deviation. 
)s(min5.1826.343ss 2 



Standard Deviation (cont.)

For example, for the sample commuting time data, the units of 
measurement for standard deviation are “minutes”, and the size of the 
standard deviation, 18.5, sits “nicely” (as it should) between the deviation 
of largest size and the deviation of smallest size.

Since,                          

and,                         

In our coverage of measures of variability, we have so far discussed the 
range, the variance and now the standard deviation.  Next we will 
introduce a relative measure of variability, the coefficient of variation, 
before we digress slightly to discuss measures of non-central tendency.  
This will enable us to “complete” variability by introducing the inter-
quartile range before we provide you with an answer to another “which 
one do we use?” question.  
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The typical deviation (the standard 

deviation) should be between these two.

Absolute value or size 

9.38=31.1-70=x-x
maxi

1.1=31.1-30=x-x
mini



Coefficient of Variation (CV)

A measure which expresses the standard deviation as a fraction (or 
percentage) of the mean.

For the sample commuting time data;

This very special measure of variability relative to the mean has two main 
applications:

• For comparing the variability of data sets measured in different units (e.g. 
heights in cm and weights in kg.).

• For performing a comparison of data sets when both the standard deviation 
and the mean are jointly important e.g. share price – interested in high 
means and low standard deviations i.e. small CV.  
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(%)100×
mean

.dev.std
=CV

%59=(%)100×
1.31

5.18
=CV

Note that CV is “unitless” because 

we are dividing two quantities 

measured in the same units.  

What we are basically asking here 

is “how many times does the 

mean divide into the standard 

deviation?”. 

Practice Problems:  Week 2, Q2.4, 2.5, 2.6  



Digression

Measures of non-central tendency

Before completing our coverage of variability let’s return briefly to the tendency of a data 
set to cluster or concentrate about a particular observation (or observations) but this 
time, “non-centrally”, rather than “centrally”. 

Percentile(s)

A real or hypothetical data value that divides an ordered data set into two such that an 
approximate given percentage of values are less than or equal to that data value.

For example, the 80th percentile in a data set will be the value such that approximately
80% of the values in the data set are less than or equal to that value (and so 
approximately 20% of the data values are greater than that value).    

To find the 80th percentile for the sample commuting time data we first determine the 
location of the 80th percentile using the formula;

.
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Percentile(s) (cont.)

So, for the ordered sample commuting time data;

We then round this value to the nearest whole number to find the location of 
the 80th percentile in the ordered data set.

So, 80th percentile = x30 = 50 (mins)

Note that the 80th percentile in this instance is 50 not 29.6 (or 30).  The 
value 30 provides you with the location of the 80th percentile (i.e. x30) not 
the actual percentile value. 
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100

p
×)1+n(=L

p

6.29=8.0×37=
100

80
×)1+36(=L80

5, 5, 5, 5, 10, 15, 15, 15, 15, 15, 20, 20, 20, 25, 25, 25, 25, 25,

28, 30, 30, 30, 35, 40, 40, 40, 45, 45, 50, 50, 50, 55, 60, 60, 70, 70

The percentile 

location formula



Percentile(s) (cont.)

In this ordered data set then, approximately 80% of commuting times should  
be less than or equal to 50 minutes.

Checking this manually, we find 31/36 ≈ 86% are less than or equal to 50 minutes.

Note:

• Don’t be overly concerned by the inaccuracy of this calculation.  Percentiles 
are usually used for very large data sets and for such data the approximation 
is often very close.

• If the location formula (Lp) results in an exact decimal half we take the 
arithmetic mean of the two values at locations either side of that value (see 
later for the 50th percentile).

• Be advised that the above method is the prescribed method of determining 
percentiles required in this unit.  Do not use alternative methods, in particular, 
the algorithm provided on graphics calculators common in Victorian school 

mathematics classes.

30

80th percentile = x30 = 50 (mins)

5, 5, 5, 5, 10, 15, 15, 15, 15, 15, 20, 20, 20, 25, 25, 25, 25, 25,

28, 30, 30, 30, 35, 40, 40, 40, 45, 45, 50, 50, 50, 55, 60, 60, 70, 70



Quartile(s) (cont.)

There are three very special percentiles that attempt to divide the ordered 
data into four approximately equal segments (quarters).

Diagrammatically, 

25%          25%          25%          25%

| | | | |

xS xL

the 75th percentile, the third quartile (Q3)

the 50th percentile, the second quartile (Q2) or Md

the 25th percentile, the first quartile (Q1)

So, for the sample commuting time data;

First quartile (Q1), ,

So, Q1 = x9 = 15 (mins)
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25.9=25.0×37=
100

25
×)1+36(=L=L

1
Q25



Quartile(s) (cont.)

Second quartile (Q2 = Md), ,

So, Q2 = (x18 + x19)/2   = (25 + 28)/2 = 26.5 (mins)

Third quartile (Q3), ,

As always, being able to explain/interpret a numerical summary measure is of 
fundamental importance.

• For Q1 then:  Approximately 25% of the sample commuting times are less 
than or equal to 15 minutes (and approximately 75% greater than15 
minutes).  

• For Q3 then:  Approximately 75% of the sample commuting times are less 
than or equal to 45 minutes (and approximately 25% greater than 45 
minutes).
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5.18=5.0×37=
100

50
×)1+36(=L=L

2
Q50

Eventually the same  technique 

as used previously for the 

median – see slide 13. 

75.27=75.0×37=
100

75
×)1+36(=L=L

3
Q75

An exact decimal half – round up 

or down?  In fact we do both! 

So, Q3 = x28 = 45 (mins)

You should ensure that you are comfortable with the appropriateness 

of these explanations by performing  manual checks from the ordered 

data set – see slide 31. 



Measures of variability (concluded)

The inter-quartile range (IQR)

We are now in a position to complete our coverage of measures of 
variability by introducing you to the inter-quartile range. 

The inter-quartile range is the width of the interval between the first quartile 
and the third quartile, i.e.,

IQR = Q3 – Q1

So, for the sample commuting time data, IQR = 45 – 15 = 30 (mins).

What this informs us, is that the middle 50% of commuting time data values 
is contained within the 30 minute interval from 15 to 45 minutes.

As for the range, it is useful to include information about the extremities of 
the IQR when quoting this measure of variability.

Once again a manual check of this explanation is possible and reveals 
exactly 18 data values which are greater than 15 minutes and less than or 
equal to 45 minutes i.e. exactly 50% of the data values.
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Which measure of variability do we use?

As for measures of central tendency, the answer depends very much on 
the sort of data you are working with.

For nominal data the only measure of variability relates to the number of 
different categories observed in the data set.  For example, a commuting 
method data set (see week 1) with seven commuting method categories 
would be considered to be more variable than a data set with only, say, 
three commuting method categories (maybe train, tram and car).

For ordinal data we would be able to use an interval definition of range or 
an interval definition of IQR, both of which are possible with data that can 
be ordered.  However the subtraction aspect of these two measures which 
we have used with quantitative data would not be possible (since ordinal 
categorical data does not consist of genuine measuring or counting 
numbers).

For quantitative data all five of the measures of variability discussed in this 
seminar will often be valid except that for interval data the coefficient of 
variation is inappropriate (since the arithmetic operation of division is not 
meaningful for interval data).      
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Which measure of variability do we use (cont.)?

In addition, the major concern when dealing with quantitative data is, once 
again,  whether the variability summary measure is comprehensive or not 
and whether the data set contains extreme/outlier values.

Recall the discussion in relation to measures of central tendency –
comprehensive measures being preferred when the data does not contain 
extreme values.  With non-comprehensive measures being preferred when 
extreme values are present.

With this general principle in mind consider the five measures of variability 
in turn:

Range – not particularly useful – not only not comprehensive but also 
directly affected by extreme values (because it involves both xS and xL).

Variance – comprehensive (so affected by extreme values) but has the 
exaggerated “size” and “nonsensical units” issues.

Standard deviation – vast improvement on variance (the very reason for its 
existence) – comprehensive (and so affected by extreme values).
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Which measure of variability do we use (cont.)?

Coefficient of variation – a measure used for very special purposes –
comprehensive (involves standard deviation and mean) and so affected by 
extreme values.

Inter-quartile range – not comprehensive and not affected by extreme 
values (the only one of our measures with the second attribute) because, 
unlike xS and xL with the range, Q1 and Q3 will never be extreme values. 

In conclusion, if a quantitative data set does not contain extreme values the 
standard deviation would be the preferred measure of variability.  If such a 
data set contained extreme values the inter-quartile range would be the 
preferred measure.
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Practice Problems:  Week 2, Q2.7, 2.8, 2.9  



Identifying extreme/outlier values

The previous discussion regarding the impact of extreme values on various 
measures of central tendency and variability gives rise to the need for a 
method of determining whether or not there are extreme values present in 
a data set.

We define (perhaps rather curiously);

The inner fence lower limit, IFLL = Q1 – 1.5 x IQR

and, the inner fence upper limit, IFUL = Q3 + 1.5 x IQR

Data values that fall outside these two values are considered to be either 
atypically small or atypically large i.e. extreme or outlier values. 

For the sample commuting time data;

IFLL = 15 – 1.5 x 30 = -30 (mins) and IFUL = 45 + 1.5 x 30 = 90 (mins), and 
so with xS = 5 and xL = 70 there are no data values smaller than IFLL or 
greater than IFUL i.e. no extreme values. 
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Identifying extreme/outlier values (cont.)

We are now in a position to decide which measure of central tendency 
and which measure of variability to use for the sample commuting time 
data.

With no extreme/outlier values found in the data,  the two 
comprehensive measures, mean and the standard deviation, would be 
preferred.  If outliers are found in a data set, the median and the inter-
quartile range would be the recommended measures.

So the central tendency and variability of the sample commuting time 
data set would be appropriately summarised/described by quoting its 
mean of 31.1 minutes and its standard deviation of 18.5 minutes.
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Practice Problems:  Week 2, Q2.10, 2.11  



Measuring/describing the shape of a data set

A data set can be described as symmetric or asymmetric with two special 
cases of asymmetry being data that is left/negative skewed or right/positive 
skewed.

Simplistic examples of such data are reasonably easy to construct (with 
discrete data).

For example:

Symmetric

6, 9, 14, 15, 16, 21, 24

Asymmetric

12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 21, 24

Note that in practice, perfectly symmetric data never exists.  
Statisticians/analysts will however be keen to identify approximate 
symmetry (or the lack of it) and, in particular, the special cases of 
asymmetry. 
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Can you see the symmetry?  Start in the 

middle.  How much bigger than 15 is 16, 

21 and 24?  How much smaller than 15 is 

14, 9 and 6? 

Changing the pattern on one side of the 

middle is enough to create the asymmetry. 



Measuring/describing the shape of a data set 

(cont.)

Skewness, unfortunately, is more difficult to observe directly from the data. 

Left/negative skewed

11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 17, 17, 19, 19, 19, 19, 20, 20, 21 

Right/positive skewed

13, 14, 14, 15, 15, 15, 15, 16, 16, 16, 17, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21

Fortunately, graphical presentations are a useful aid in determining the 
shape of data (in particular, for quantitative, continuous data the shape of 
the frequency or relative frequency histogram). 
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Symmetric 

histogram

Asymmetric histogram, 

right/pos. skewed

Asymmetric histogram, 

left/neg. skewed

Long tail right Long tail left

Difficult to see?



Measuring/describing the shape of a data set 

(cont.)

Note that for symmetric data there is a symmetry about the middle of 
the histogram in relation to the clustering (or lack of clustering) of the 
data.

For right skewed data the clustering of the data appears on the left of 
the centre and tends to “tail” off towards the right hand (the positive) 
side.  We say the data (or the histogram) “tails to the right”.

For left skewed data the reverse is the case – clustering on the right 
and tailing off to the left (the negative side).

So, note that it is the direction of the tail that identifies the direction of 
the skewness.   
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Right skewed Left skewed

clustering clustering clustering



Measuring/describing the shape of a data set 

(cont.)

Mean and median comparisons 

An important characteristic of symmetric data is that the mean and the 
median (and the mode if there is one) are identical (check this for the 
symmetric example on slide 40).

For right skewed data the size of the mean (a comprehensive measure) 
is influenced by the small number of rather large values.  The median 
(not being comprehensive) is not affected by these larger data values 
and as a result the mean tends to be greater than the median.
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Symmetry

Mean = Median

Right skewed

Mean > Median



Measuring/describing the shape of a data set (cont.)

For left skewed data the reverse is the case and the mean tends to be less 
than the median.

You could check these results by determining the mean and the median for 
the two skewed (left and right) data sets on slide 41.  

Note that for the sample commuting times data with                           and 
Md = 26.5 (mins),            , and so we would describe the data as being right 
skewed.  Look back at the week 1 seminar slides to see if the frequency 
histogram constructed there for the commuting times data tails to the right.  
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Left skewed

Mean < Median

)s(min1.31=x

d
M>x

Practice Problems:  Week 2, Q2.12  



Measuring/describing the shape of a data set 

(cont.)

The skewness coefficient       

Statistical software packages often report a statistic called the 
skewness coefficient which enables us to decide whether a data set is 
approximately symmetrical or skewed to the left or the right.  The 
formula that generates this statistic is complicated and is beyond the 
scope of this unit.

MS Excel provides this “skewness” value in its Descriptive Statistics 
table (see next section), according to the following definition: 

Skewness < 0                left skewed 

Skewness ≈ 0                 approximately symmetrical

Skewness > 0                 right skewed
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In certain situations you will find that the reported skewness value is 

very close to zero (positive or negative).  In such cases we will be happy 

for you to draw whatever conclusion you feel appropriate as long as any 

explanation requested is consistent with your decision.



Using MS Excel to obtain numerical summary 

measures

MS Excel provides the facility for determining individual numerical 
summary measures for quantitative data for both sample and 
population data via a variety of built in statistical functions (see the 
“insert function”, fx , button).

In addition it provides a very useful Descriptive Statistics table 
containing thirteen numerical summaries relating to sample data (as the 
title suggests).  This table can be accessed via the

Data/Data Analysis/Descriptive Statistics/Summary Statistics

menu options.

Note that if the Data Analysis option does not appear when you select the Data menu 
(look on the extreme right hand side of the menu bar) you will need to add in this facility 
(see instructions at the foot of the Additional Learning Resources  page of the unit 
website).  
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Using MS Excel to obtain numerical summary 

measures (cont.)

So for the sample commuting times data, after entering the 36 data 
values into, say, cells A2 to A 37 with, perhaps, the descriptive title 
“Commuting Time (mins)”, in cell A1 we select the menu options   
Data/Data Analysis/Descriptive Statistics to obtain the Descriptive 
Statistics dialogue box (see next slide). 

Providing the required information – Input Range, Grouped By 
Columns, Labels in First Row, New Worksheet Ply and Summary 
Statistics – will produce the Descriptive Statistics table. 
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Data location, in

cells A1 to A37

in a column (not 

necessarily ordered)

Summary statistics 

selected to obtain 

the Descriptive 

Statistics table 

Label included in cell A1

Statistics displayed 

in a new worksheet



Using MS Excel to obtain numerical summary 

measures (cont.)
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Commuting Time (mins)

Mean 31.1

Standard Error 3.1

Median 26.5 Md

Mode 15 Mo

Standard Deviation 18.5 s

Sample Variance 343.25 s2

Kurtosis -0.6158

Skewness 0.4871

Range 65

Minimum 5 xS

Maximum 70 xL

Sum 1118

Count 36 n

x

∑ x

Ignore these two 

entries for the 

time being
Must be able

to interpret!

(What do these 

values tell you

about the data?)

Practice Problems:  Week 2, Q2.13  


